Gaia University

A Mid-Summer Night's Surprise Preview
Summer Solstice - Tuesday 20 June 2000 - 6:30 - 8:30 pm
Community Room, Saratoga Springs Public Library
49 Henry Street, Saratoga Springs, NY 12866

“The King & Queen of the Sciences at the Queen of the Spas”
A preview of plans for Gaia University at Saratoga Springs - intended to serve as the
hub of a global learning and teaching network - with a holistic curriculum based on:
•
•
•
•
•

Gaia Hypothesis
Gaia Mind Hypothesis
One Light in All
A Course in Miracles
Information Ecology

the Earth as a living being
the Internet as Global Brain
in every person and in all of Creation
teaching and learning about God, forgiveness & love
operating system for sustainability and peace

Gaia University incorporates an extensive network of Internet domains, and is based
on an appreciation of fundamental material properties of information:
• Zero Mass & Zero Physical Size
• Travel at the Speed of Light
making possible, through the Internet
•

Common Access to Properties of the Whole

Introducing surprising dis-coveries from information ecology, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Light and Colour Cubes
Full Cost Markets
Power of Zero
Jubilee Gregorian Calendar
Pythagoras Theorem
Autonomic Massage

all colours in one - icons of the One Light in All
Internet-enabled sustainable economics
mark of consciousness for a conscious economy
teaching tool on the Earth’s journey through time
hidden mysteries - triangle, square, circle & more
effortless healing massage - powered by the heart

Gather in Congress Park after the meeting to celebrate the Summer Solstice - at 9:36 pm
Hosted by Information Habitat: Where Information Lives, a Non-Governmental Organization in Special
Consultative Status with the United Nations Economic and Social Council. For more information, contact
Robert Pollard - phone 1.718.599.2389 email <infohabitat@igc.apc.org> web <www.igc.apc.org/habitat>

